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THE CAUCHY PROBLEM ON THE EQUATION OF TELEGRAPHY. 
By Tsuru ioh i  Hayashi  (Sendai, Japan). 
Adunanza del 24 luglio tgat, 
The so-called equation of telegraphy or telegraphist's equation is of the hyper- 
bolic type 
~2u ~2u + k2u __ o, 
Ox 2 Oy 2 
k being a constant. By the substitution 
kx  - -  ~ + 7, ky  - -  ~ - -  ~, 
it is transformed into its normal form 
~2 u 
~+U-- "O,  
A literature for the treatment of this equation has been given by A. G. WeBSTeR *). 
The ordinary, or CAUCHY problem on this equation is to find the solution u when 
0 u the values of u and its normal derivative ~-~ along the whole line y - -o  are given ~). 
Now I will show that the problem is reduced to the solution of some integral 
equations of the form frequently appearing in our analysis. 
E. T. WmTTAKER proved a) the theorem: The general solution of the partial 
t) A. G. W~ss~'EI~, On a new mixed probiem of the parilal differentlal equation of telegraphy [Bul, 
latin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. i8 (i9ii-i9ra), pp. a44-253]. 
2) WE/~STEa, 1. c. *), p. 247. 
8) E. T, WmTTAKER, Ot~ the partial differential equations of matl~ematieal physics [Mathematischr 
Annalen, vol. 57 O9o3), pp- 333"355], p. 345. 
~r~uau ic r l l  ~i A~'A S H f. 
differential equation of wave-motion 
is 
V --- 
8"V 8"V.  8"V _k ,  8"V 
Ot" 
/0'70( ) f xs inucosv+ys inus inv - ] -~cosu-~-+,  u, v dudv, 
where f is an arbitrary function of the three arguments x sin u cos v -{-- 9 9 9 , u and 
v. Then 4), without giving a form of theorem, he showed that if a solution W of 
the equation 
8- 'W 8~W 8~W 8 'W 
ox' + ~ + oK" - or" 
be of the form Ve", where V is a function of x, y, ~ only, which does not involve 
t, then V clearly satisfies the equation 
0,e. + ~y~ + ~-  + v= o, 
and therefore . . . ,  we see that the general solution of the equation 
8"V 8"V O~V 
x ---r "]- 0 y---r .qt_ o3 ~----7 "-~ V -- o 
is 
V- -  exp[i(xsinucosv -{- y sin us inv --{- ~cosu)]f(u, v)dudv, 
fll O ~" 0 
where f is an arbitrary function of u and v. 
This idea relating to the three dimensional space can be applied to the two di- 
mensional space as follows. 
According to WHITTAKER S), the general solution of the LAPLACE equation 
O~V b~V,  8~V 
0x. + W + 0-ff =o  
is of the type 
fo ? g- ' -  (~ + ixcosu- ] - iys inu,  u)du, 
where f is an arbitrary function of the two arguments ~-~ixcosu-Jviysinu and u. 
By the substitution ~ ~ it, we know that the general solution of the equation 
8~W 8~W 8~W 
O x~'~ + -37f - Or" 
4) Wan'TAa~a, 1.C. a), p. 347. 
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is 
Putting W~--- Ve k~, where V isa  function of x and y 
t, we find easily that V satisfies the equation 
O=V __~'V ~ k 'V - -  o. 
e3x 2 + Oy* 
Hence the general solution of this equation is of the form 
fo = r - -  exp [k (x cos u + y sin u)]f(u)  d u, 
where f is an arbitrary function of u. 
So also the general solution of the equation 
fo:"j W = (t -I- x cos u Jr" Y sin u, u) d u. 
only, without involving 
is of the form 
o3 x 2 cg y~ 
k2f~ ~ - 0 
fO  2~ 
u - -  exp[k (xcosu  + iys inu) ] f (u )du  
_ f2'~ek ...... cos (k y sin u) f (u)  e u --io, O [= 
+ i e ~~ sin (ky sin u) f (u )d  u. 
Lt 0 
Therefore the expressions 
and 
fo  ==e k'`~ cos (k y sin u) f  (u) d u, 
fo  2=e~ ..... sin sin d (ky l r  (u )  U 
satisfy the equation. 
Therefore the most general solution of the equation is of the form 
f f  2Y~ f2Yg o~o cos (ky sin . ) / (~)  d .  + ~.~o,~ sin (ky sin . )  ~ (~) d., 
~0 mJO 
where f and ~ are both real functions of the argument u. 
From this we know that the solution of the equation of telegraphy, i.e. 
C~ 2 lg ~z  11 
Ox 2 Oy" -{- k2 u - -  o 
! 20  
is of the form 
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l ~.  e,k ..... cos (i ky sin u)f(u) d u "4- e,k ..... sin (i ky sin u) ? (u) d u 6). 
Hitherto the limits of integration have been (o, 2 ~). But we can take them as 
(o, ~), if the integrals converge. Thus the solution of the equation of telegraphy is of 
the form 
9 ..oI{>'~ <,,y + fo;"-'o",,,, 
u 
For the CAUCHY problem, we are given the values of u and by  along the whole 
line y - -  o as the functions of x, g,(x) and g , (x)  say. Hence 
If we put 
o ~g 
= cos (k x cos . ) f ( . )  d . ,  
f 
~ 
r (x) = ~ e 'kx~o'" (i k sin . )  ~ ( . )  d .  
fo" - -  - -  k sin u sin (k x cos u) ~? (u) d u. 
kCOS /A, ~ ~) 
we get 
If we put 
f (u)  - -  k sin u .f ,  (k cos u), 
g,(x) - -  cos(x~)f ,(~)d~. 
k 
k cos u = 
we get 
- ~ ( . )  = , .  (k cos .), 
f) g~ (x) - -  sin (x ~) ?, (~) d ~. k 
If the functions f,  and q~ corresponding to the given functions g, and g, are 
6) ~R denotes the real part of the expression standing after it. 
The imaginary part of this expression can be also taken as the solution, 
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found, the functions'f and ? are found, and then the requ,red solution u of the equa- 
tion of telegraphy is found. 
Thus the problem is reduced to the solution of the very simple integral equations 
G(x) - -  cos (x~.). F(r 
k sin 
where G is known and F is unknown, which resembles very well to that frequently 
appearing in our analysis, up to the limits of integration. 
Sendai, Japan, August I9=O. 
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